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away from possible attackers and, at times, is watched over by a man whom the 
monster has seduced for the purpose. If the severed halves are unable to rejoin by 
daybreak, the manananggal will perish. Samar, who has deployed the creature in 
his previous work, invokes it throughout this book, calling it his muse, and uses 
its habits as metaphors for the acts of reading, writing, and knowing. It might 
also be said that the manananggal functions as a sort of structuring principle 
for Halos Isang Buhay. Even as it is ostensibly grounded in the goal of sharing 
insight into and endorsing certain ways of seeing the novel, it flies off into and 
across memoir, literary history, and literary theory and criticism, unsettling 
whatever metes and bounds define these arenas and proffering something that 
is by turns an ars poetica and an apologia pro vita sua.
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Tattered Boat is both a collection of poems and a book about what poetry 
should be: buoyant words directed by sharp voices of unexpected confessions, 
defiance, and transformations. The title of the collection indicates the feeling 
of being tossed—at once helplessly and dexterously—in the waters of words. 
Like a fisherman navigating familiar waters, Francia follows the ebb and flow 
of language, dipping and resurfacing with its waves, while shaping it by deft 
versification, clever word play, and arresting images.
The collection is divided into four parts. The f irst part has many 
references to religion variedly imagined—“mortal, celestial, elemental” (17). 
But the themes are accented through a mocking tone, an irreverent challenge 
like Saint Sebastian “begging for arrows, until they / sate themselves” (11) or 
through the paradox of a “rose [that] will / Hold [the] vase” (13). The poems 
humanize Christ, Brahma, Kali, and the angels by making the personae 
introspective, ruminating on their transformations, their personal Golgothas, 
and resurrections.
Language itself is the subject of the second part of the collection. The 
poems expose how words are lacking because experiences accumulate to 
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make meaning but “[n]ot all meanings have words” (29). However, this lack 
never stops poems from flowing forth—poems that are “fragile, odd, made 
up, / imperfect, quickly misunderstood” (29)—but makes them all the more 
necessary. Nor does this lack stop the poet who is addicted, “thousand handed 
and mad” (42), to collapse emotion and expression into one. So he slips 
along his “language of burps / And hiccups, / The belch from the belly, / . . . 
Guttural and vowel” (31). This is the language of the body slapping freely the 
hard edges of the language of the mind, parole more than langue.
Many poems in the third part contain seemingly playful and carefree 
subjects: mooching, drinking, idle days on the beach, shoes, the hand and 
its fingers. The details are minute but not minimal. The hand, for example, 
“Crotch grabber, scratcher, / Shaker and guide,” is not a fool “as intermediary, 
emissary extraordinaire / Between temple and toe” (51). Francia’s poetic 
conceit and imagination are key in these poems. Clutter in a messy study 
represents constellations and galaxies of everyday concern that is not cleaned 
up easily. Shoes hold up arches of the world and love like weather-enduring 
leather. The octopus many-handedly writes in a sea of ink.
The last part of the collection is largely about empire and its paradoxes. 
Empire makes us forget while leaving ghosts: memories that loom, recur, 
and shock even at the least expected times. It must kill in order to save and it 
“[lets] evil deliver us from evil” (83). For this fact, much discontent of empire’s 
victims has been expressed through realizations, dreams, and negations of the 
personae. The place of poets in empire is captured in “Double Vision” in an 
anagrammatic and alliterative way: “Draw your words as a sword . . . / Wear 
your name as your mane. Whether lion or loony, peon / or poet, put your 
game face on. / Or you will be fair game” (71).
The collection makes the readers ride the tattered boat. There is unease 
and thrill before every poem, every revelation, every tossing of the words. But 
there is also pleasure at the expectation that somewhere an anchor may be 
dropped or a net cast. Interestingly, Tattered Boat ends not with sea but with 
a tree and its lesson: “From you, Tree, I learn. / Where I root myself will be 
in / Words, for thus they will free me” (99). In Tattered Boat, words make us 
float and words make us take root.
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